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Abstract: At present, most satellite systems are designed as a hierarchy of subsystems. However, the subsystems with repetitive function in each subsystem are cumbersome. Thus, to overcome the shortage of the subsystem method and improve the inherent reliability of the satellite system, a new method based on the subject chain method is introduced. Based on the method, the satellite system is segmented into the control chain, the structure-thermal chain, the electronics chain and the payload chain. The inherent reliability of the satellite system is significantly enhanced, and the functional density is improved and the cost is reduced. Furthermore, the subject chain method has been successfully applied into the development for the first-launched Beidou global navigation satellite. The development cost and time are reduced markedly. In this paper, the core idea of the subject chain method and the description of four basic subject chains are also presented.
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Introduction

China has carried out multiple work in satellite quality control and productization in recent years\cite{1-5}, and the quality is promoted significantly. Although the utilizing reliability is enhanced, the inherent reliability, however, is still in need. Therefore, in the development of the first satellite of Beidou Global Navigation System, aiming at enhancing the inherent reliability as well as the functional density, we drew lessons from the achievements in satellite development\cite{6-11}, system engineering\cite{12} and finally designed the satellite system based on our new method, the subject chain method, segmenting the system into various subjects instead of subsystems\cite{1-3}, the conventional way. We believe, with modern computer science and overwhelming satellite developing scale, this brand new-designed-method is more adaptable to meet the demands of the rapid development of aerospace engineering. We, a new team with the advanced design method, have successfully accomplished the satellite development in high performance and reliability, low cost and high functional density. In this process, we have some beneficial thought and exploration.

1 The Subject Chain Method

The core idea of the subject chain method is functional cohesion. By re-combing the traditional subsystem segmenting method from the top to the bottom, uniting similar terms and simplifying the quantity of like products, the possibility to make mistakes in the similar
situation is reduced, and the system inherent reliability is enhanced. Moreover, the method also improves the functional density, decreases the volume and mass, and lowers the cost. From the management perspective, based on the subject chain method, the general department is significantly stressed and the hierarchies of the systems are reduced, in the meanwhile, the professional people work in their professional fields.

The conventional pattern, the large system to small subsystems pattern, is made by a hierarchy of subsystems, and each subsystem has a small headquarter. This pattern is usually used in the early years based on the weak computer calculation capacity and low level software to distract the calculation and complexity of the computer system. Although the miniaturization technology may reduce the sizes of facilities, a large amount of basic function is repetitive owing to the separation of subsystems. With the rapid development of electronic technique, a tiny computer on board is able to accomplish all the tasks of the whole satellite. Hence, cancelling the hierarchy is reasonable under this circumstance. Uniting the similar functional facilities and terminal equipment together not only can enhance the functional density and decrease the number of the facilities, but also lower the cost and simplify the management procedure. Above all, reducing the number of facilities may enhance the whole satellite’s reliability under the same situation.

Therefore, we divide the satellite system into the structure-thermal chain, the electronics chain, the control chain and the payload chain, the four subject chains, as Fig. 1 depicts. On one hand, the four subject chains are responsible for the satellite top-level design, and also they face the terminal equipment directly. The satellite’s structure part and the thermal part are both the guarantee parts for the whole satellite, and these two parts are closely related. So we combine these two parts together as the structure-thermal chain. The main basis of the structure-thermal chain is mechanical engineering such as CAD, CAE and thermal analysis. The attitude control part, the orbit control part and the solar panel control part of one satellite play the control role. They offer the appropriate attitude, orbit and pointing for the payload, energy, measurement and control subsystems. So these three parts compose the control subject chain. The control subject basis is system dynamic, control science and engineering etc. Other functional parts in the platform are all closely related to electronics, including energy, measurement and control, driving control, power distribution, satellite affair management and data processing. These functional parts are combined together as one subject chain, the electronics chain. The subject basis is electronics, computer science, and software design. In that the payloads function independently, the payloads compose the payload chain.

Every subject chain is able to optimize the satellite from the top level to the components level. The optimization is more efficient owing to breaking down the hierarchy of subsystems.

2 The Structure-Thermal Chain

The structure-thermal subject chain offers the satellite reasonable configuration, equipment layouts and suitable thermal environment and makes the equipment, including the facilities and components as a whole. It guarantees the satellite to endure all kinds of dynamic and thermal
environment through the tests, transportation and launch.

The structure-thermal subject chain is not only in charge of the layout design, the design of the primary and secondary structure, the physical structure design, and the integrated satellite thermal design, but also faces the thermal design of all the facilities. On one hand, the thermal design for every facility can be designed based on the optimal principle of the whole satellite. On the other hand, the resources of the whole satellite can be arranged reasonably. Thus, satellites have more room to choose the standard and mature products, which lessens the research workload of the suppliers. For instance, thermal powers of the fixed amplifier chips are usually high for the global navigation system satellite. So we allocate more weight resources for the thermal paths of the fixed amplifiers. And then the thermal control by thermotubes and radiating surfaces becomes easily. Due to the extendibility of the payload missions and the antenna installed on the earth-facing surface, the earth-facing panel needs a demanding design and the high heat radiation of the payloads also needs to be taken into account. To solve these issues, the platform and payloads are isolated into two separate cabins which can easily adapt to the variation of the payloads missions. Moreover, the antenna are installed across the two cabins, which ensures that the antenna phase center goes through the center of the mass, and then the orbit can be determined precisely. As Fig. 2 shows, our satellite is designed as a cuboid, and the long side face is set as the radiating surface. Obviously, under the same volume, the cuboid design provides larger radiation area for the satellite than the cube design and thus the cuboid design is able to meet the high demand of the payloads thermal radiation.

Fig. 2 Sketch map of main and extended radiating surface

As shown in Fig. 3, the satellite crosswise flight attitude can make larger fixing area on both positive and negative earth-facing surfaces, the positive and negative Z faces. Therefore, the design is able to meet the high demand of the antennae location (including the payload antennae, the measurement antennae, the control antennae and inter-satellite links antennae), the demand of the electromagnetic compatibility design, and also the demand of the payloads-mission extendibility. The two smallest surfaces are designed as the two flying surfaces, the positive and negative X faces. This is because the positive and negative X faces don’t need too much area for equipment installation and heat radiation, and the influence of outer heat flux during the orbital period is also weak in the meanwhile.

Fig. 3 The flight sketch map of the Navigation Satellite
With the revised parts, the configuration is optimized significantly. Thanks to utilizing the mature products, performance of the satellite is improved, cost is reduced sharply and handsome income is provided for suppliers.

3 The Control Chain

Based on the theory of control science and engineering, the control subject chain is formed by all the control parts in a satellite. Specifically, the chain is composed of the attitude measurement units, the attitude control units, the thrusters and no private computers are included. Moreover, the function of the chain is to keep the satellite attitude stable and accomplish the tasks of the attitude maneuver as well as orbit control and etc.

The task of the control subject chain is to design the overall scheme, choose the suitable sensors and the actuating mechanism, configure these facilities and design the control modes and algorithms. The specialist majored in control are responsible for these tasks and therefore the tasks can be handled professionally. Because the attitude control scheme and the orbit control scheme are not designed separately anymore, the thruster control scheme can be designed more optimally. As the Fig. 3 shows, not only can the new optimal four-thruster control scheme simplify the system and improve the reliability significantly, but also can simplify the pipe installation and then lessen the pressure of the layouts.

In hardware, the chain is faced with the sensors and actuators directly, which means faced with the demand level. Based on the system optimization principle, the facilities are chosen by the parameters in index, performance and ripeness and then the control mode and algorithm are designed according to the chosen facilities. The structure and thermal design is taken charged by the structure and thermal subject chain and the relevant hardware interface design, the data collection design, the drive control design, and the relevant algorithms programming are taken charged by the electronics subject chain. With the arrangement, it is avoided that the staff in various field like control, electronics, software and etc. have to be involved in the attitude and orbit control subsystem.

Moreover, we emphasize that every facility is designed for its professional function. For example, wheel suppliers don’t focus on their wheels’ layouts, but their performance; star sensors’ suppliers mainly concentrate on the star identification and the attitude computation, who do not think about the sensors’ fault diagnosis; thruster suppliers are charged for valves, pipelines, tanks and thrusters, and the temperature of tanks and the valves on-off state are controlled by the electronics subject chain. Due to this principle, for one we simplify the system significantly and also the pressure of the suppliers is lessened. In fact, most of the suppliers just have perfect knowledge in their main filed. Therefore, the work arrangement based on the principle not only makes full use of the general departments’ advantage which has strong abilities in mechanics, electrics, thermology and software, but also the suppliers for each part are able to concentrate on their skilled fields—that is to say “strong generals, professional branches”.

4 The Electronics Chain

The electronics subject chain consists of the subject of electronics, computers and software. As few slave computers are set for the chain, the chain is able to accomplish plenty of work together, such as satellite operating management, attitude and orbit control, thruster on-off control, up and down data management in measurement and control system, power supply control, temperature acquisition and thermal control. In addition, the chain is also able to accomplish the function of system reconstruction and recovery in the state of the fault diagnosis and to provide the guarantee condition for payload in the aspect of power, telemetry, control, data transfer and thermal control.

As is shown in Fig. 4, the electronics subject chain is responsible for all the work in the hardware and software aspect. Specifically, the chain manages the entire configuration for all the software and hardware, and collects, manages and shares all of the data together. As for the chain in our satellite, according to the domestic engineering situation, the chain designed in our satellite is comprised of only four electronic devices—one on-board computer, one data terminal device, one main distributor and one auxiliary distributor which accomplish the satellite operating management, power supply management, drive control and data management. There are three reasons why only four devices are equipped. First, with the development of computer science, one computer is able to accomplish all the tasks that had to be
managed by a few computers before, so only one on-board computer can simplify the system structure and improve the system reliability. Second, one distributor used in the platform power supply and drive control is able to unify the separate terminal devices as one device. Thus, the device, more reliable and simplified, is solidified without considering the varied tasks, which contributes to improve the product maturity. Third, the data terminal device and the auxiliary distributor are set for the standard power distribution interface and the data interface of payloads. The data terminal device separates the data of payloads with those of platform and the auxiliary distributor provides the various power distribution interfaces. These two devices provide more reliable and standard interfaces for payloads and are able to adapt to the updated states of the payloads easily.

In general, with the subject chain concept introduced, the satellite general departments are able to have access to the terminal units, so the middle links are taken out and the flat management method can be applied. The general engineers are able to involve themselves in the forefront of each subject chain, and therefore the units’ performance can be acquired accurately. The engineers then can modify the units design in the view of the satellite performance improvement. Finally, the control ability of general departments can be improved greatly through the process. Moreover, general departments not only have a basic knowledge of the index of the devices, but are able to acquire the satellite performance including the units’ accurately, which makes strong general departments. In addition, for every terminal unit’s suppliers, as part of work in mechanics, electrics and thermology has been undertaken by general departments, the suppliers just need provide the core and standard products rather than take nonstandard and customized work into consideration. The method makes the professional devote themselves in their professional fields, and also the suppliers are able to develop their products in low labor costs, which makes the strong branches.

5 The Payload Chain

The payload chain includes the main payloads and the attached payloads, varying with the different missions. As for our navigation satellites, the platform and payloads are in the separate cabin. The heat insulation design is applied in the two cabins and the layouts of these two cabins are designed separately. Besides, the platform provides standard interfaces for mechanics, electrics and thermology.
6 Conclusion

The subject chain method has been successfully applied in the first-launched Beidou global navigation satellite which operates in the orbit of inclination 55°, semimajor axis 42 164 km. The satellite holds a RNSS C-band navigation payload, an L-band navigation payload and inter-satellite links. The mass of the satellite containing the weight of the propulsion fuel is just 848.5 kg, the output power is 2 200 W, and the expected lifespan of the satellite is 10 years. Due to the application of the subject chain, the function density of the satellite is improved significantly, the development cost is saved and the development period is reduced sharply in which only 1 251 days were spent from the project approval to the satellite launch and only 33 days were taken from entry to the satellite center to launch. The satellite was successfully launched from Xichang at 21:52:26, Mar. 30th 2015. Up to now, nearly 3 years the satellite functions well and no unexpected interruption has occurred. The design is of great reference value in engineering application and for other satellites’ design.
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